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No: A1- 543/2024                                                                                       Dated: 29.02.2024 

 

 

QUOTATION NOTICE 

 Sealed competitive quotations are invited for repair of damaged  truss repair work/ 

ceiling work of Tissue culture lab of this station in an area of 23 $ 19 feet using 7mm ceiling 

sheet, 1’’$1’’  aluminium post, fibre cornice, H section channels etc (work to be done the 

anticipated work including removing the old ceiling entirely ,cleaning and fumigating the 

structure to, supplying extra furling and additional structures to completely obstruct the passage 

of cats and other similar animals and refixing the entire structre) 

Terms and Conditions  

1. The amount quoted should be inclusive of cost of all materials, labour charges and all taxes  

    and other charges if any .  The make/ brand of materials should be that of a reputed one.  

2. The labour chage for the work should be quoted separately 

3. The quotations should reach this office before 2.30 pm on11.03.2024 and the quotation 

    will be opened at 3 pm on the same day. 

4. The site can be inspected during the office hours with prior permission from the undersigned 

5. Late and defective quotations will not be accepted. 

6. The warranty /Guarantee details etc. should be mentioned clearly. 

7. The envelope containing the quotation should be superscribed of ceiling repair work of      

    Tissue culture lab at ARS, Anakkaym”as per  quotation notice No:A1-543/2024 and     

     addressed to the  Professor & Head, ARS Anakkayam. 

8.  Income tax @ eligible rate will be recovered in the final work bil for labour charge  

9.  All rules related to Government quotations will beapplicable in this case also. 

                                                                                                                Sd/-/- 

                                                                               Dr.Musthafa Kunnathadi 

                                                                              Professor & Head 
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